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Mary Marshall Assisted Living
Residence in Penrose
by Nathaniel Koch

It’s that time of year again! Arlington County will hold its biannual Environmental Collection and Recycling Event (E-CARE) on
Saturday, Oct. 11 from 8:30am to 3:00pm at Thomas Jefferson
Middle School, 125 S. Old Glebe Road.

At the end of the cul-de-sac on 5th St South, in what looks
like a modest two-story brick apartment house, live more of
the neighbors we don’t know we have.

E-CARE is an event where residents can safely dispose of hazardous household materials (HHM), recycle bikes, small metal
items, shoes, clothing and much more! HHM are products found
in the home that are flammable, corrosive, poisonous or potentially hazardous. They include items such as automotive fluid,
car care products, fluorescent light bulbs, corrosives, household
cleaners, and propane gas cylinders.
Before you come to the event, talk to your neighbors. Combine
your itemsand save a trip to the collection site. Place all materials
in the original container or label materials clearly, overpack any
leaking containers, and bring your ID to verify that you are an
Arlington resident or employee.
For a full list of acceptable items go to www.arlingtonva.us and
search E-CARE. n

Penrose Officer Elections!
At October 21 meeting
7:30 pm

at Trinity Episcopal Church, School of Early Learning entrance
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Mary Marshall Assisted Living Residence is owned and operated
by Volunteers of America in partnership with Arlington County.
As mental institutions continue to be shut down across the country, more people find themselves living in smaller facilities like this
one—named for a woman who served over 20 years in the Virginia
continued on page 4

Meals on Wheels
by Mitzi Sherwood

After I retired, I looked for a
way to give back to the community through volunteer
service and in February 2012
began serving as the MOW
Client Coordinator for North
Arlington. There is another
coordinator for South Arlington. While time-consuming, this is very rewarding and there are
other ways to help. We deliver two routes a month in addition to
my coordinator duties and several other Penrose residents also
volunteer to deliver meals. My husband serves as a Collector
once or twice a month, receiving client payments and preparing
them for delivery to the Treasurer.
continued on page 5
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More Trees Coming
Holmes Park

to

Butler

Thanks to the hard work of the Arlington County Department of Parks and a grant from Casey Trees, Butler Holmes park will be getting a much-improved tree
canopy. On December 6th, volunteers will plant 27 additional trees in the eastern half of the park including a
mix of large canopy trees and smaller ornamental trees.
Some species that are expected to go in are Southern
Catalpa, Blackhaw Viburnum, Sweetbay Magnolia, Pawpaw, Black Tupelo, Bur oak, Swamp White Oak, Sweetgum, American Linden and Persimmon.
Many thanks to Arlington County Department of Parks
& Recreation, Casey Trees and the many volunteers!

http://penroseneighborhood.org/files/ButlerHolmesTrees.pptx

Patrick Henry School Highlights
School is back in session! We are excited to
welcome 519 students at Patrick Henry this fall. We ended last year with 462 students – so this is a significant
increase for us. There are many new faces among the
staff as well as we’ve opened up new classes to accommodate the increased enrollment. All of the staff are
prepared and excited to begin a new year.
Over the summer, the PTA worked hard to revamp and
revitalize our outdoor learning space. We’ve added tables so that teachers can hold class outside and so that
we can continue to have children learn about the environment through our Exemplary Project – the Outdoor
Habitat. The Habitat itself also received a facelift and
the kids are so excited to be able to use this amazing
space! We are always looking for volunteers to help us
maintain our outdoor learning space. If you have some
time and can help, please contact Susan Spranger at
susan.spranger@apsva.us.
We are excited to launch a new program this year, Henry Community Giving. This program is geared towards
directly helping families in our community, and also coordinating a community of giving within Patrick Henry.
The fund will be administered through Henry’s social
worker, Elizabeth Auten (Elizabeth.auten@apsva.us)
and counselor (Erin.Upton@apsva.us), and is geared to
providing emergency supports for families in need for
things like reading glasses, coats, backpacks & supplies,
and other necessary items. The PTA has provided some
seed funds and welcomes donations from our community to supplement these funds. Donations can be sent
to the Patrick Henry PTA through the school main office.
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Over the next few months, look for your Henry neighbors to be talking about our 2nd Annual Read-a-thon.
Our fall fundraiser is geared towards encouraging kids
to read, read, read! Kids are asked to set a reading goal
over the 15-day reading period and record minutes read
every night. All kids are encouraged to record minutes
and turn in their forms – prizes are based on participation as well as fundraising.
Look for your favorite superhero, ghost or goblin during
our annual Halloween walk. This is one of the most fun
community events. All of our kids are invited to walk
as we make our way through the Penrose neighborhood with the band from TJ middle school. The walk
hopes to raise awareness and funds for the Doorways
program. Many of kids dress up and it’s a lot of fun to
wave to neighbors as we pass by.
Be our friend! Keep up with all of the goings-on at
Patrick Henry by visiting the Patrick Henry website at
www.patrickhenrypta.org, and subscribing to our yahoo
Group at PatrickHenryFriends@yahoogroups.com. Like
us on Facebook – Patrick Henry Elementary Friends &
Families.

Remainder of Department of Hu-

DHS man Services Coming to Penrose

The Arlington County Department of Human Services
(DHS), which currently operates many of their services
in the Sequioa Office Complex just off Washington Blvd
has signed a lease to consolidate the remainder of their
services at Sequoia. This consolidation will save DHS
money in operating costs by having all of their staff and
services in a single location, as well as greatly improving the experience for its users. Currently many DHS
clients have to go to multiple locations for various DHS
services - often a major undertaking for those with a disability or without access to a car. After the consolidation
they will only need to go to one place.
Because most DHS clients access multiple services, 72%
of all DHS clients already come to the Sequoia location
for something, the consolidation will bring the remaining 28%. Parking is plentiful and free in the Sequoia
garage for both visitors and employees and the facility
is easily accessible via the ART 45, 45 and 77.
The programs that are moving to Sequoia are currently housed either at the Fenwick Center over on Walter
Reed Drive, the Edison Complex over by Virginia Hoscontinued on page 3

Please support our advertisers!
Tell them that you saw their ad
in our Penrose newsletter!
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pital Center or Clarendon House over by 10th St N. Both
DHS and the landlord employee security guards who
patrol the premises.
The move is not expected to happen until the Fall of
2015 due to existing leases in the space and the need to
build out the space for DHS use.

Penrose:
Catch a movie at the AMC Courthouse Cinema. If you
haven’t been since the recent renovation, you’re missing out. You get your own individual plush recliner and
there is reserved seating so you don’t have to get there
crazy early to get a good seat.
Try the Lo Mein at Tea Noodles Rice Cafe - one of the
better independent Chinese restaurants in Arlington.

ART 77 Bus: For Access to ClarenShop at Whole Foods without having to park at Whole
don, Courthouse & Shirlington
Foods - all the same food, none of the parking hassle.
Interested in going out for dinner in Clarendon but don’t
want to fight for parking? Want to go to Shirlington for
wine with friends without worrying about having a few
glasses too many? Allow me to introduce you to the
ART 77.
There is a lot to like about the ART 77: it goes useful
places, it runs both weekdays and Saturdays, it start fairly early in the morning (6am on Weekdays, 7:30 on Saturdays) and runs quite late in the evening (10:30pm on
Weekdays, 11:30pm on Saturdays). It even runs somewhat frequently, every 30 minutes. It is the kind of bus
line you can rely on, not worried that you’ve forgotten
that it stops early or drops to a useless frequency on
some certain evenings or days of the week.
Here are some places the ART 77 can take you from

Check out the latest gadgetry at the Apple Store. Apparently they sell a watch now to go with your iPhone.
Catch some local music at Iota - arguably the best music
venue in Arlington.
Eat a delicious Crepe at Oby Lee, or try out their selfserve wine dispenser.
Catch a play or musical at Signature Theater.
Take a walk on the Four Mile Run Trail - the 77 can drop
you off practically trail-side.
So if you’re interested in saving some money, getting a little exercise, reducing your carbon footprint or just not having to deal with traffic, check
out the Schedule & Map and give the ART 77 a try.
http://bit.ly/trythe77 n

Register for Lessons at L’Adoré Studio
For additional information, fill out the following form
and send to: 317 S Veitch St. Arlington, VA 22204

Name_____________________________________

Violin & Fiddle Lessons with
Sarah Foard

Arlington, Virginia - Penrose Neighborhood
Traditional Violin Lessons
Suzuki Violin Lessons
Fiddle Lessons
All ages and ability levels
Perform in two recitals per year
Group and individual lessons available
Prices range from $25-95 per lesson, depending
on lesson length and format
Free Sample Lesson

Phone____________________________________
Email_____________________________________
Address___________________________________
__________________________________________
Student’s Name____________________________
Student’s Age_____________________________

www.ladorestudio.com | sarah@ladorestudio.com
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Mary Marshall Assisted Living
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State Legislature.
About fifty people live here. To qualify to do so they must be Arlington residents, be at least 55 years old, and be diagnosed with
either mental illness or what the home calls intellectual disability—what, when I was growing up, we called being slow. They are
referred by Arlington’s Department of Human Services. The first
residents arrived in the fall of 2011.
On the inside, Mary Marshall looks more like a comfortable condominium than it does like an institution. Posted by the door of
each room is a photo of the resident. In the shared areas, there’s
gym equipment, custom touch-screen computers, a piano, a spacious, well-lit dining room. Some residents have their own kitchenettes. There are bingo games, field trips, Bible classes.
According to Divina Alston, Director of Resident Services, most
of the residents—who qualify by having low incomes—are schizophrenic. Others are bipolar (or manic-depressive). The facility
doesn’t take sex offenders or the more violent mental-health cases. Some of the residents also volunteer at the facility. Many have
“traumatic background”—have been homeless, for example.
I spoke to four residents. All four were what Alston called “highfunctioning” and all of them were selected by the facility. Three
were mental-health cases; the fourth is diagnosed with intellectual
disability.
The first was a woman I’ll call Ronnie.
We spoke in Ronnie’s room, which looked like a comfortable bedroom, with a bed facing a TV, and also an easy chair and a small
shelf full of books. Sixty-four years old and missing most of her left
leg—amputated after she developed blood clots, she said—Ronnie
spoke to me from her wheelchair, with her muted TV turned on
behind us. She wore a pink tie-dye shirt, shorts, and a single sock
with a Betty Boop graphic; her ashy blonde hair was bobbed. Her
room was decorated with Christian paraphernalia—prints, mottos, a windowsill full of angel figurines.
One of eight children, Ronnie hails from Virginia Beach. She’s
lived in Arlington for about ten years. When I asked how long
she’d been at Mary Marshall, she was very precise: “two and a half
years and three days”.
“From the moment I came in here,” she said, “I absolutely loved it.
The people are wonderful, the RCC’s [Resident Care Coordinators, or assistants] are wonderful…My husband just is unable to
take care of me all the time…It’s not that I need someone with
me. I need someone to fix my meals, I need someone to help me
bathe…I see a doctor for being bipolar. I’m really not bipolar. [The
doctor] thinks I am. I’ve never had a manic episode. Now depression I have had.”
She added: “I haven’t had any depression since I’ve been here.” The
food’s “horrible”, she said. “It was delicious when I first moved in
here. [But] the cook got fired or quit, and we haven’t had a decent
cook since.”
She said, of the “Wellness Center”, that they didn’t always have her
medications: antidepressants and heavy-duty narcotics for pain.
The shortages sometimes made her angry—when she said angry,
it resembled a growl. Her favorite book, she said, is The Merck
Manual. She showed me a well-loved copy of The Physician’s Desk
Reference.
Asked if she went to church, she said: “I don’t because they go to
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a Catholic Church. I’m not Catholic. And I don’t really like the
Catholic religion. I am a really strong Christian. I have Bible studies every morning…read my Bible for two hours a day…I just asked
[one of the staff ] if we could go to another church, something that
wasn’t a Catholic church, and she said yes.”
Mike King, President and CEO of Volunteers of America, which
runs the facility, is an ordained minister within the church of Volunteers of America.
In her earlier years, Ronnie “was of no religion at all. We didn’t
practice religion at home. We went to Bible study, Bible school
in the summer…a lot of that, I remembered when I did become a
Christian. It was surprising how much I did remember as a child…
I would talk to my mother a lot about the Bible, because she was
raised very strictly on the Bible. Why it wasn’t brought into our
home I’ll never know, but it wasn’t…My father was a [Free]mason…They’re not Christians.”
She described her conversion, at age 48, like this: “It was wonderful…I met the Lord when I worked in a gift store. There was a girl
in there and she…asked me if I was a Christian…I’m a member of
AA, so, I became very spiritual in AA…she asked the manager if
she could have the store on Wednesday nights to teach me…about
the Bible…”
She added: “I was baptized in the Shenandoah River.”
“I’d like to try an evangelistic church,” she said. “Because they talk
about heaven and hell. And enough isn’t discussed about hell in
churches…I think hell is as important as heaven. I think if you’re
not saved, you’re going to go to hell. That’s what the Bible says.
That’s what I believe. I think if people understood just how horrible hell really is, that they may reconsider. But it’s not talked about
in the church.”
“My life is beautiful now,” she said, in a voice that had been sometimes unsteady. “I feel contentment all the time. I feel peace, I feel
joy, emotions I never felt before. My life before I became a Christian was hell. Drinking and drugging and partying and marrying
and getting divorced and marrying again and getting divorced.”
“I stopped drinking 23 years ago,” she said. She said her husband—
her fifth—is free to spend the night, something he does on Christmas Eve. “I just don’t believe I’m of this world any more. [I believe]
that I’m a person of the Kingdom of God.”
She used to be an assistant for doctors and dentists. She also sold
shoes for 25 years: “I like people. We just got such a mix of people.
Selling shoes was fun…it was nice to see somebody happy when
they had on a pair of shoes.” For fun she plays bingo, watches TV,
reads “Christian murder mysteries”.
She said: “You have to live off $81 a month,” but that there were
continued on page 6

Sign up for Neighborhood listserv
Want to hear about breaking news in the neighborhood,
get references for contractors, and other helpful info?
Sign up for the Penrose yahoo listserv. You need a free
yahoo email account, but you can set it up to forward
messages to your regular email address. The Yahoo site
has past postings available for browsing, as well.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/penrose/ n
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Meals on Wheels
continued from page 1

After I had been working as the coordinator for a while, we noticed that one of our elderly neighbors in Penrose was not eating
right. We signed him up for MOW deliveries. He loved the food
and was able to live out his days more comfortably.
There is a misconception that Meals on Wheels is only for the
elderly poor. Though many are older and have limited means,
MOW’s clients vary greatly in age and their ability to pay for MOW
service. Clients are usually homebound due to a long term handicap or because of short term convalescence. Clients with sufficient
income pay the amount that MOW is charged for the food ($28
per week). Clients with limited income are subsidized, either by
the Area Agency on Aging (for those over 60) or by MOW itself (for
those under 60). Meals are delivered to each client about noon
five days a week. A delivery consists of a hot meal and a sandwich
supper, each accompanied by milk or juice. The menu is directed
and approved by the Virginia Department of Aging Services.
If you or one of your neighbors or friends in Arlington are homebound and incapable of preparing meals and do not have substantial assistance (family, domestic help, etc.) present in the home on
a regular daytime basis, you may want to consider signing up for
this service.
Need for Volunteers: MOW is governed and operated almost exclusively by volunteers. An all-volunteer board of managers and
its officers oversee the affairs of MOW. Other volunteers discharge the numerous tasks that are essential to the operation of
the organization.

The Dreaded “S” Word—SNOW!
You probably don’t want to think about it just yet, but snow may be
just around the corner. Here are some things you may not know, or
may have just forgotten since last year, to help you deal with that
fluffy white intruder.
Who to Call
For life-threatening emergencies: 911
Police & Fire Non-emergency: 703-558-2222
General County questions & comments: 703-228-3000
Are Schools Closed? 866-322-4277
Are Parks & Community Centers Open? 703-228-4715
Tree Down on power lines or blocking roads: 911
Other fallen trees: 703-228-6525
Power Out (Dominion): 888-667-3000
Gas Problem (Washington Gas): 703-750-1400
Verizon: 800-837-4966
Arlington Plowing Updates: 703-228-6485
Shoveling
You are required to clear snow and ice from all public sidewalks
adjacent to your property.
• Snow & ice must be removed from the entire width of the
sidewalk or a 3-foot width, whichever is less
• For accumulations less than 6” you have 24 hours to clear the
snow
• For accumulations more than 6” you have 36 hours.
Noncompliance could result in a fine of up to $100. Generally the
county gives you a warning first. Those physically unable to comply
with the ordinance are exempt.

The delivery process begins at a commercial kitchen that prepares
and packages a hot meal and a cold meal for each client. The pre- For more information see http://bit.ly/snowordinance.
pared meals are packed into thermal containers and then trucked To report a snow issue (unshoveled sidewalk, unplowed street), go
to the First Presbyterian Church (Ballston area), arriving about to http://egov.arlingtonva.us/snowrequest. n
11:00 AM. Volunteer delivery teams (one
driver and one “runner”) meet the truck
at the church and transfer the containers into private vehicles. There are sixteen
routes that fan out across the County,
each serving between 6 and 12 clients.
The volunteers usually complete their deSee	
  what	
  it	
  takes	
  to	
  make	
  Zagat’s	
  2014	
  list	
  of	
  
liveries and return the empty containers
to the First Presbyterian Church between
	
  TOP	
  TEN	
  DC	
  MEXICAN	
  restaurants	
  !	
  
12:30 and 1:00 PM. Each volunteer generally delivers MOW one or two times a
month. While there is always a need for a
variety of volunteers, the greatest need is
for drivers and runners; their function is
indispensable to the continuing success
of MOW.
To learn more about how you can make
a meaningful contribution to your community as a MOW volunteer or to sign up
for service, please call 703-522-0811. The
answering service will route your call to
the appropriate coordinator. n
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Mary Marshall Assisted Living
continued from page 4

also “Mary Marshall Dollars” which could be earned inside the
facility and used to buy things. She spends much of the $81 “at the
7-11, buying cigarettes. I only smoke 6 cigarettes a day. My money,
I spend mainly on bills…I smoke the off brand which is $3.67. So
it was $33.06 for a carton of cigarettes yesterday.”
“This isn’t a house for old people who are sick and getting ready to
die,” she said, when I asked her what Penrose should know about
the facility. “That is the general consensus I get from cab drivers.”
A resident I’ll call Olivia chose to speak to me outdoors, at a table
on a patio in one of the facility’s courtyards. Seventy-two years
old, charming, outgoing, with a Forties-Movie alto voice, Olivia
seemed as enthusiastic about the interview as Ronnie had been
uneasy. She wore a pink plastic rose in her hair. The Sixties theme
of the latest facility party had been her idea. A former Pan Am
stewardess who’d once travelled the world, she seemed avid to get
back to running the business (selling political paraphernalia) she’d
managed before she moved in. She spoke with evident pride as she
told a long story about her “pioneer” ancestors, who’d been traders
in New York State.
In college, she studied French and philosophy. Her favorite philosopher was Spengler. She attends and likes the weekly Bible study
at St. Thomas More cathedral; she said she’d never had any crises
of faith.
“I love to write,” she said, saying she could do it in one draft.
Before she started her business, she used to write articles and organize conferences for a trade association, and she once worked
for Oliver North. When she was asked about her diagnosis—paranoid schizophrenia—she said she didn’t want to talk about it.
According to the staff, some of the facility’s mentally ill residents
don’t know they are mentally ill and don’t realize they are in a
home for the mentally ill.
At the facility’s fixed lunch hour, Olivia and I moved to the dining
hall, where the choice was shrimp or chicken stew, plus tomato
soup. The food was passable. Olivia showed me an ode to spring
she’d got published in the facility’s newsletter. She also showed me
a brief article she’d written, an article about birds—an article that
was a combination of encyclopedia and rhapsody.
Most of the people around us were less articulate than Olivia, who
also moved without apparent difficulty. A few could barely walk.
Some seemed barely able to speak.
The third resident, who I’ll call Mike, had a diagnosis of bipolar
disorder—what used to be called manic depression. Articulate and
thin—he said he’d once been fat—he seemed somewhat younger
than his seventy-one years. He was casually but somewhat stylishly dressed, all in black, and there was something about his calm
manner, blue eyes, and short silver hair that suggested former
heights and fallenness.
He grew up in Arlington, went to Penn State, got drafted into the
Marines during the Vietnam War, been decorated, lost friends.
He’d once wanted to be a baseball player. He married (then divorced) the daughter of a colonel, then he remarried. He worked
in TV news for WMAL (now WJLA), then for the federal government. He moved to Key West, where (among other things) he
crossed paths with Jimmy Buffett. Twenty years later, after the failure of a photography business, he moved back to the DC area—
and ended up homeless.
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He blamed his “friends on the street” for getting him evicted from
his last home. “[My] friends on the street [were my] undoing,” he
said, saying he’d made them “out of necessity”.
“[I] was fifty years older than some of the people I hung out with
on the street,” he said.
In April 2014, after two years on the streets, he moved into the
Residental Program Center, the VOA-run shelter at 1554 Columbia Pike.
He was new at Mary Marshall. His room was tidy and spartan, as
if he hadn’t unpacked yet.
“I never thought I’d end up in this situation,” he said, saying there
were “fifty roads to this dead-end street”.
Unlike Olivia, he talked about why he was at Mary Marshall; he
repeatedly blamed himself for his circumstances.
His father had been a school administrator. His mother had run
a school “for the mentally challenged” at their home. He was estranged from his own son, a Hill lobbyist. He had a daughter who
was also bipolar.
“I think I got my bipolar from Mom,” he said.
Formerly, his illness had been mostly mania—“Icarus”. Lately it
had become mostly depression.
“It’s difficult to accept what I’ve done to myself…[once] I was the
one with the book and the tape recorder…[being interviewed] is a
total role reversal for me. [I] don’t know how it will play.”
He added: “Do the sponsors own you?”
He praised the Residential Program Center and then Mary Marshall, in a curiously objective way, as if he were assessing them
from the outside. He thought highly of Mary Marshall, which gave
him spending money of $100 a month from his Social Security
benefits, but he said he wasn’t sure it was for him. Health problems lingered, from drinking. He said he’d “been sober for over a
year”.
He described, with evident anguish, how he’d watched friends die
on the street—die from drinking. Many homeless people “choose
the freedom…[they] don’t want to be reached”. He said alcohol,
cigarettes, and drugs were “the currency of the streets”.
Speaking of homelessness, Mike said “the most challenging and
demeaning thing [about it was] looking for the best piece of cardboard you can find.” And doing it “here in Arlington,” in his hometown. “People [walking past and] not looking you in the eye…’[I’ll]
die like my friends are doing behind a dumpster’.”
Those passersby who didn’t look, he said, had no idea how easy it
was to fall: “Whither thou goest—one paycheck.”
Shirley entered Ms. Alston’s office slowly, using a walker—a walker with a purse attached.
Alston, already in the office, sat in with us, helping me to interpret
some of Shirley’s speech, which wasn’t always easy to understand.
Shirley wore a Washington, DC souvenir T-shirt—a picture of a
cat wearing an Old Glory scarf. While she spoke, she occasionally
drooled and spit white flecks of what looked like bits of food onto
her shirt. Now seventy-six years old, Shirley, an only child, was
born and raised in New York City; her mumbling, often halting
speech had the accent of that region. Her father had been in the
army, and her mother had been a housewife. Shirley had an intellectual disability.
continued on page 7
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Alston said, “Are you just saying that ‘cause I’m in the room?”
“No!”
Asked to sum up her new home, she said: “It’s clean.”
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I spoke to Dietary Aide Lamar Caldwell, who described the residents as “real cool individuals” who were largely free to come and
go. He’d formerly worked at a nursing home.
Question: Most of the people…working here are black, and most of
the residents are not…how do you feel about that?
Caldwell: It’s a very inter-racial environment…seems like no problems with it…as far as residents and staff, everybody just coexists,
and everything goes well with that.
When I asked Kalicharan, young and personable, about the toughest thing she’d had to do on the job so far, she said: “Well it’s always tough when someone is decompensating. That means when
they are experiencing their symptoms…where they’re delusional or
they’re trying to hurt themselves or someone else…Dealing with
the loss of a resident, because of the connection that you have with
them—that’s another difficult thing.”
She said: “If you can find one thing you like about a person, then
you can kind of overlook everything else and work with that person…there are [some residents] that tell me ‘You’re no good’ and
‘You serve no purpose here’…you have to put that aside and not
internalize it…understanding that they’re here because there are
certain limitations…I have to put that aside and continue the purpose of my work. It takes a lot of patience.”
Said Caldwell: “I remember when I first got here, a lot of them come
up to you…and they give you their whole life’s story. [You think]
‘wow, you’ve lived a heck of a life’…[they may say] ’I dined with Senators’…[but] just growing up with mental [disability or illness] is an
accomplishment. n

Mary Marshall Assisted Living
continued from page 6

At the home I heard the jargon of mental health and deficiency:
ambulating, decompensating, psychosis, intellectual disability.
It wasn’t easy, said Resident Service Manager Bibi Kalicharan, to
define intellectual disability. Using the phrase cognitive impairment, she gave me what sounded like a circular definition. Asked
for an example, she said: “That’s a tough one. It’s hard to describe
it. Just maybe having some limitations in maybe math, or maybe
understanding how to balance their checkbooks…grasping certain
concepts that people are normally able to do.”
Shirley had a clear memory of her childhood, and as we spoke it
became obvious that she wasn’t as deficient as she’d seemed at first
or in quite the way she’d seemed at first. Though she had trouble
speaking and didn’t always express herself clearly, she understood
what I was saying and was quick to answer. Long words and convoluted phrasing posed no problems for her.
She said she had visitors, including physical therapists and a Catholic priest. Though she’d made friends at the facility, she was “shy”
when she first got there. She likes TV cowboys and Walt Disney
movies. LITTLE WOMEN is her favorite book, and she said she
identified with the hot-tempered, headstrong Jo, who “did something she didn’t want to do”. When her father died she started keeping a journal. She said she likes to write down her dreams.
When I asked her what she thought of the facility, she said “I like it.”
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Bee-Haven on Barton Street
by Terri Armao
Chair, Green Committee
Penrose Neighborhood Association

Penrose neighbors look around... Have you seen an abundance of fruits, veggies and flowers this spring
and summer? If so you might want to thank the Moore family on S. Barton Street. Brian, Michele, Katie, Sean and dog Sam have about 300,000 little friends that live year round in their serene backyard.
It began 3 years ago with a family trip to the Virginia State
Fair in Richmond. Rainy weather kept the family indoors
strolling the exhibits. Brian struck up a conversation with
members of the Virginia Beekeepers Association and so was
born a new hobby and passion for the family.
Brian began by purchasing a starter kit of bees and supplies
he found online. In what is probably the worst UPS delivery ever, Brian came home to find the bee package broken
open and bees all over his front porch. The family worked
together gathering, gently sweeping and coaxing the bees
into their new hive home. Unfortunately the first colony of
bees did not survive the winter. Brian was undeterred and
tried again by purchasing more bees the following spring.
He was persistent in researching and finding expertise online to help his bees thrive and make it through the winter.
Our severe winter of 2014 dealt a second blow to the bees
and again none survived.
This is the third year of the Moore family raising bees so far
the bees have thrived and grown so much that Brian split
them and another neighbor on Barton St. is now hosting
a colony. Brian feels more confident about their chances
of surviving the winter this year. He plans on taking extra
steps to provide shelter from the winds and wet weather
and snow to help them sustain themselves and keep warm
in the hive.
There are many threats to bee survival including mites,
beetles from Asia, not enough food in summer and fall,

and herbicides (weed killers) and pesticides (bug killers).
Bees are able to withstand mites and other threats but
the chemicals seem to be the line in the sand. The use of
chemicals is exploding in the U.S. as homeowners, apartment buildings, lawn companies and farmers commonly
use neonicotinoids on fields, lawns, and fruit trees. Likewise, the use of Genetically Modified Organisms (GMO),
corn, soy and other crops has dramatically worsened the
problems for native bees, honey bees, and commercial
beekeepers in the last ten years. The seed crops are genetically altered to withstand the repeated spraying of neonicotinoids and this coincides with the massive bee deaths
known as Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD) which is putting
commercial beekeepers out of business.
An excerpt from Wikipedia: The neonicotinoid family includes acetamiprid, clothianidin, imidacloprid, nitenpyram,
nithiazine, thiacloprid, and thiamethoxam. The use of neonicotinoids was linked in a range of studies to a number
of adverse ecological effects, including honey-bee colony
collapse disorder (CCD) and loss of birds due to reduction
in insect populations.
A less expensive and very effective alternative for homeowners to treat unwanted vegetative growth is to use undiluted vinegar for about $3.50 a gallon instead of Roundup at $20-30 dollars a gallon. It won’t kill the bees unless
you spray it directly on them. You can also try Burnout—a
blend of clove and citrus oils.
http://www.amazon.com/Burnout-Weed-Grass-Killer-Refill/dp/
B0024EE5XS/ref=cm_cr_pr_pb_i
continued on page 9
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Bee-Haven on Barton Street
continued from page 8

The docile and hardworking bees forage for food all day
long. They leave the hive in a giant swarm in early morning going from three to five miles in search of pollen. They
return every evening carrying an abundance of their golden
treasure. The first foods they find in the spring are from
clover and dandelions. As spring erupts they feast on the
flowers of trees, shrubs and vegetables and wildflowers.
One eight ounce jar of honey is the result of bees collecting
pollen from about 2 million flowers.
There are so many fascinating details about the queens, the
organization of the colony, the precise way the bees communicate as they give very detailed directions to each other
about good food sources. Each bee has a part to play and
is intensely driven to do their part to ensure the success of
the entire colony. The Moore family enjoys their tiny flying
friends and is learning a whole lot about nature and the
connectedness of everything in a very intimate way.
As neighbors who are benefiting from these tiny pollinators, we can help by providing clean water in a shallow
bowl. Place rocks or sticks in the bowl to give them a way to
get out should the bees fall into the water. Plant for spring,
summer, and fall flowers and veggies. Be choosy where you
buy your plants as some grower/suppliers are pre-treating
their plants, fruit trees, flowers and veggies with the same
neonicotinoids suspected of killing bees. This means that

	
  

	
  

	
  

Looking for a
church that
feels like
coming
home?

Try Trinity Episcopal Church:
A Different Episcopal Church
where everyone is welcome
to come as they are!

Services: Sundays, 8 a.m and 10:30 a.m.
2217 Columbia Pike at corner of S. Wayne St.
Parking available after 5 pm and on weekends at B.M.
Smith Garage, across from the church, on S. Wayne.
Nursing Care available: 9:30 am to 12 noon
Visit us on Facebook and at www.trinitychurcharlington.org
Trinity is pleased to host the monthly meetings of
Penrose Neighborhood Association.
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these plants are toxic from root to leaves to flower to pollen. Even water droplets that accumulate on the leaves are
toxic to pollinators and birds. These toxic plants are typically
sold at Walmart, Lowes and Home Depot. The only garden
center in our area to vet their supply chain of seeds, flowers, trees and veggies was Meadows Farm.
http://www.TinyURL.com/bees-and-pesticides
Keeping bees is an expensive endeavor as Brian and Michele can attest to, but the family also have emotional ties
to their tiny friends and were sad about the loss of the bees
they had raised that did not survive the last two winters. For
commercial beekeepers, colony collapse disorder is causing
severe economic hardship and Brian says that their knowledge and experience is being lost as generations of beekeepers cannot keep up with the heavy losses. Penrose will
hopefully do our best to keep our Barton St. Bee Haven safe
and healthy for next year’s abundance. n

Penrose Neighborhood Calendar
Oct 21: (Tue) Penrose Neighborhood Assn. Monthly
Meeting, OFFICER ELECTIONS! (7:30–9:00 pm)
Nov 4: (Tue) ELECTION DAY – VOTE!
Nov 18: (Tue) Penrose Neighborhood Assn. Monthly
Meeting (7:30–9:00 pm)
December: No monthly meeting!
Dec 13: (Sat) Columbia Pike Holiday Bazaar (details
TBD; updates at http://www.columbia-pike.org)
Dec 21: (Sun) Last Farmer’s Market until next spring at
Pike Park (in front of Rite Aid) (9:00 am—1:00pm)
Jan 20: (Tue) Penrose Neighborhood Assn. Monthly
Meeting (7:30–9:00 pm)
Feb 17: (Tue) Penrose Neighborhood Assn. Monthly
Meeting (7:30–9:00 pm)
We meet at the Trinity Episcopal Church (School
of Early Learning entrance) at the corner of S.
Wayne St. and Columbia Pike.
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For up-to-date information,
visit Penrose on the web at:
http://www.penroseneighborhood.org
Subscribe to the Penrose email list at:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/penrose

Penrose Neighborhood Association Membership Form
Yearly dues: $20/family or $10/one-adult household per calendar year
Name__________________________________________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________________________________________
City_______________________________________________ ST ___________ Zip___________________
Phone: Home _________________________________Work______________________________________
Email _________________________________________________________________________________
o New

o Renewal

o $20 family

o $10/one-adult household

o Additional support for Penrose Neighborhood

$_______________

o $20 Business/Associative

I would like to help my neighborhood by becoming involved in the following areas:

o Newsletter production o Newsletter distribution o Committee _________________________
o Neighborhood conservation o Social/Picnic Organization o Other

Make checks payable to “Penrose Neighborhood Association”
Mail to: Jason Stanford, Treasurer, 2815 9th Street South, Apt. 81C, Arlington VA 22204
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